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I went to Auckland Zoo and Aquarium on Saturday. It was
very fun to see many animals in the zoo. The lunch which I
ate at the zoo was delicious. I looked at many fish in the
Aquarium. There was a shark among fish. I want to go to
the Aquarium in Japan, too.
Yusaku TATSUMI
I went to Auckland ZOO and Kelly Tarlton. I was looking
forward to it the most. There were a lot of animals in
Auckland ZOO. The animals were very cute. The lunch
was made by host family. It was very delicious. Kelly
Tarlton is more fun than Auckland ZOO. Because I like
aquariums very much. I enjoyed myself to the last.
Yuma KAKUHASHI
Going to the zoo and the aquarium is not my first time and I
have been there many times. So I thought it was the same
as in Japan. But it betrayed me. At the zoo every area was
not connected so it was not convenient as I thought, but
there were many animals that I can see and it was a really
great place. The aquarium was a really great place, too.
The most part of the aquarium was the tunnel of a tank and
I could see a reversed side of the fish. It was a great
I went to the zoo and the aquarium in New Zealand. New
experience.
Zealand zoos were wider than Japan zoos and had more
Mitsuaki FUJISHITA
animals. So I could not see all the animals. But I am glad
because I could see almost all the animals. I could take Hello, my name is Yuya. This time I will write about a zoo
pictures of various creatures in the aquarium. So I want to in NZ. NZ zoos don't smell so much. My team walked
show my family the photos.
around after seeing Kiwis, and we finally saw elephants
Masayuki TANAKA and ended the tour. On the way everyone bought a
different drink or had lunch. Lastly, I bought a green stone
I spent a nice day. I went to a zoo and an aquarium. It at a souvenir shop and attached it. Next is going to the
was very interesting. At first we went to the zoo. This aquarium.
place has many animals. I like many animals, especially
Yuya KUBOTA
owls. But I didn't see it. Next we went to the aquarium.
The place was terribly beautiful. This place is under the
ground. It was crowded with many tourists.
Seiji ARIKAWA
We went to Auckland Zoo and Sea Life on 10th of August. First, we
went to Auckland Zoo. The animals were so cute. So, I took a lot of
photos. Second, we went to Sea Life. The penguins were so cute, too.
And I bought souvenir for my family. I want to enjoy the remaining
period of NZ!!
Sayumi OKUDA
We did the last Saturday Activities. We went to the zoo and the
aquarium. We watched kiwis at first. I could watch running kiwis clearly.
I was surprised because kiwis' running style was different from my
imagination. And we watched animals of various regions. I was healed
by cute animals. I was glad to take pictures of giraffes at close range.
Aoi TAICHI
On Saturday, we went to the Zoo and the Aquarium in Auckland. There
were a lot of animals and fish which I hadn't seen before. For example,
Kiwi birds, Meerkats, Big penguins and so on. So I was really surprised
at them. When I went to the Aquarium, a picture which I painted was
reflected on the screen. So I was very happy. Anyway it was
sooooooooo exciting for me!
Kanon NODA

